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Smart idea
Panther Preview continues
with an acade_mic fair.

Page 3

viet hardliners seize power from Gorbachev
OW (AP) - Thousands of

up demonstrators poured
he streets Monday, suring tanks sent into
ow by a hard-line
munist junta seeking to
nt its overthrow of Soviet
ident Mikhail Gorbachev.
llied by populist politician
's Yeltsin, who called for a
ral strike, the protesters
the emergency committhreat to use whatever force
eed to consolidate power.
an afternoon of heated
nges with civilians who
bered aboard their tanks,
'ers in Moscow expressed
ctance to shed Russian
onday night, nine tanks flythe tricolor Russian flag
up to the Russian parliat to support Yeltsin, and
greeted by cheering

s.
e eight-member committee
· d the coup announced a

Professors react to Soviet coup
As the world reels in the wake
of Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev's removal from power
Monday, local observers say a
civil war could result.
With Communist hardliners
apparently in power, a Soviet military takeover in the rebellious
Baltic states is inevitable, according to history Professor Wolfgang
Schlauch. Monday's coup could
even send the Soviet Union into a
civil war, Schlauch said.
'There might be civil war; there
might be turmoil," Schlauch said.

"We will have to wait and see,"
political science Professor Abdul
Lateef said.
Lateef said the recent changes
Gorbachev made in his country
are now threatened. And the future
of democracy in the struggling
Communist state is questionable.
"It is a major setback, in my
opinion," Lateef said. "All the,
improvement the Soviet Union
had with Western countries ... all
those were good changes that were
ushered in by Gorbachev and his
colleagues.
"(The new leaders) want to
reverse the clock," he added.
Soviet hardliners Monday sent

tanks into Moscow, claiming the
move of the military was needed
to preserve order.
But although coup leaders say
Gorbachev 's democratic-like
changes will continue, Lateef said
the new leadership may be more
likely to move the Soviet Union
back to a police state.
"They're buying their time"
with promises to continue changes
initiated by Gorbachev, Lateef
said. "It's too early to say specifically (what will happen). I'm very,
very unhappy (about this).
'There's a great uncertainty," he
added. "Everything is on hold.

takeover of state news media
and shut down independent
broadcasters, but did not impose
blanket censorship and allowed
some mention of Yeltsin's activities.

The hard-liners said they
acted to halt the descent of the
country into chaos, but the reason for the coup's timing was
unclear. The coup leaders may
have been acting to forestall

Gorbachev's planned return
from vacation to Moscow, where
on Tuesday he was to have
signed a Union Treaty that
would have sharply reduced central government powers and

By PENNY N. WEAVER
Associate news editor

• Continued on page 2

Faculty Senate
wi 11 receive
BOG report

inks-in registration
aves some wired
en though the new touchregistration system has been
f to some, many students
that while one problem was
there are quite a few kinks
out of the system.
was much more easier to go
the lines and deal with
person to find out which
es were available," said
John Reagan, who waited
for 20 minutes to register
· classes and found out none
were available.
y students shared Reagan's
of waiting to register for
classes. Since there weren't
telephones in the registration
for student use, students
bed for places across the
to register for their classey just told us to go into
of the dorms to call in our
," said one man as he stood
registration line that went
back as the doors of the
· Luther King Jr. University
at 8 a.m. Monday.

Some students scurried for the
nearest telephone, which was in
the basement of the Union near
the Housing office where only
one phone existed from the previ0us two.
"They definitely need more
modems open to register," said
one student waiting to register. "If
today is the day for late registration, then they should have at
least made an effort to have more
outlets available."
Despite the long wait for many
students some noted the definite
advantages to the new system, but
agreed that even the advantages
had problems, too.
"This program has its advantages by being much quicker, but
you have to wait to get through
and after you get through, you
still have to stand in line to finish
registering," said senior Virgil
Giles, who began his registration
at 10 a.m. and finished at 1:30
p.m.
"It took me 15-20 minutes to
get through and I still didn't do it
myself; a friend had to help me,"
• Continued on page 2

Ice cream days
BACCHUS members Ryan Devlin and J.T. Silence serve ice cream at
the BACCHUS 'B.Y.O.B. party Monday at the campus pond.

ick-up for schedules, textbooks, continues
s Eastern gears up for classto begin Wednesday, students

still picking up schedules,
ting permits and textbooks
preparation for the new
ter.
o pick up official class
ules students should go to
eeGym.
Students must also have their
validated at McAfee before

picking up their textbooks.
Students can pick up their
schedules according to the last
digit of their social security
numbers.
Students with social security
numbers ending in 5-6 can pick
up their schedules beginning at
8:30 a.m. Tuesday. 7-8 beginning at 10:30 a.m., and 9 beginning at 12:30 p.m .• after which

given more authority to the
nation's restive republics.
The committee, which included the top KGB, military and
· police officials, cracked down
especially hard on the independence-minded Baltic republics.
The Soviet military commander declared himself de facto
ruler of Lithuania, Latvia and
Estonia, and Soviet forces
forced their way into TV and
radio stations, beating protesters.
Soviet warships blocked the
main harbor in Estonia.
One report said Interior
Ministry troops had killed the
driver of a van in Riga, Latvia.
The takeover seriously jeopardized the 6-year-old program of
reforms personally identified
with Gorbachev.
His policies of "perestroika,"
or restructuring, and "glasnost,"
or · openness, inspired a farreaching but often chaotic transformation of the Soviet Union as
well as an end to the Cold war.

all students can pick up their
schedules at anytime.
Students can pick up their
textbooks at the Textbook
Rental Service, which is open 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. every day.
Parking permits can be
obtained this week at the
University Police Station. Costs
are $30 per year or $15 per
semester for parking in faculty

and student lots and $10 per
year or $5 per semester for
motorcycle permits.
University Police began ticketing in staff lots Monday, but
will not ticket student lots until
next week, police said Monday.
- Staff report

A Board of Governors investigation into the hiring of an
Eastern assistant vice president
has been made public and is
expected to be distributed to
Faculty Senate members at their
regular meeting Tuesday.
The BOG assigned Patricia
Rea, BOG assistant vice chancellor for legal affairs, to look
into the June 1989 hiring of
Arthur Rathjen, Eastern 's assistant vice president for development, last summer after the
Faculty Senate claimed affirmative action and advertising
guidelines were ignored during
the hiring process.
Rathjen was recommended
for the position by his current
boss, Vice President for
Institutional Advancement
Stephen Falk, who worked with
Rathjen at Central Michigan
University before Falk came to
Eastern.
The Faculty Senate will meet
at 2 p.m. in the BOG Room of
Booth Library.
Faculty Senate chair David
Carpenter said the group will
not discuss the report this week.
"We won't be able to dis<;uss
it until the following week when
we've had a chance to read it,"
Carpenter said.
Instead, the Senate will use
its first autumn meeting to seat
its new members and discuss
committee appointments.
- Staff report
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FROM PAGE ONE
Reaction
bility was there."
®from page one
As the future of the Soviet Union
Unfortunately. I think these are
hangs
in the air. the only cenainties
going to be bad days (ahead)."
are
the
numerous questions loomBut Lateef praised President
George Bush "s statement Monday ing about what the new hardline
that indicated he will wait and see leaders will do.
.. The future is very unprewhat will happen in the troubled
state. Lateef said the promises the dictable:· Schlauch said. ''(What
United States and other countries will happen) will depend very
made to the Soviet Union at the much on what the (Soviet) people
recently-concluded economic sum- in the big cities will do.··
What the new leadership can do
mit will be on hold.
will
depend on any opposing
And Gorbachev will certainly
strength.
such as the opposition
lose power in his country. Lateef
Russian President Boris Yeltsin
said.
''(The new leaders) have to .. . may raise, Schlauch said. The
politically neutralize him," Lateef Soviet people are unarmed and
said. "I don't think that they' II can't move against their army's
physically hann him, (but) I don't tanks, he added, so any resistance
may be difficult. ''The whole situathink he's coming back soon."
tion
is enormously fluid," Schlauch
Although Soviet Vice President
Gennady Yanayev declared himself said. "It could go either way."
Members of the new leadership
in power, Lateef said the Soviet
strongly
opposed Gorbachev on
vice president is probably just a figurehead for the hardliner state's issues such as foreign policy and
committee, the group that is actual- the military. Military chiefs were
critical of the ousted leader because
ly in power.
"He may be just the spokesman." they were afraid of losing their
power. Schlauch said. and other
Lateef said.
The coup in the Soviet Union is hardliners saw Gorbachev\ arms
certainly no complete surprise to reductions with the United States as
obser\'ers. Lateef noted that dis- a weakening of the Soviet state's
gruntled Communist party mem- world JX)\ver.
" All these factors are an indicabers lurked behind the scenes in
Moscow all during Gorbachev ·s tion that the hardliners finally got
their act together and ousted
reforms.
Gorbachev:·
Schlauch said.
'They were there all the time:· Lateef
said
food shonages and a
he said. 'There was a concern that
Gorbachev (would be pushed from faltering economy didn't help
power). Nobody thought that this Gorbachev, either. The transition
(coup) would happen, but the possi- period between Communism and
democracy for the Soviet Union

caused such shortages and made
hardliners politically. economically
and militarily upset with Gorbachev. Lateef said.
"The Soviet economy has been
in a mess for a long time ... he
added.
The Soviet state has been changing from a planned economy to a
market economy. but the tmnsition
itself didn't cause the drastic food
shortages. according to economics
professor Allen Smith.
Smith said a market economy.
also known as capitalism. includes
private producers and a series of
markets where supply and demand
determine food prices. In the past,
he explained, the Soviet Union had
a planned economy, but was headed
toward a market economy where
consumers determine the prices.
"(A market economy is) a free
enterprise or private system," Smith
said. "They were in transition. They
never got to a market economy. It
never had a chance to work."
Food shortages in the Soviet
Union were caused largely by farmers waiting to sell their crops for
higher prices. And with such ..disarray and anarchy:· Smith said .
Soviet consumers came face-toface with severe food shonages.
But a market economy has
proven to be better than a planned
economy. he added. Japan and the
United States have market
economies, and East and West
Germany were also examples of
well-working market economies,
Smithsajd.

Registration

one

.
. .P fivm page
said senior _Many Gibson. ··But. the only thing I don't
like is if you have questions. you·re screwed. bec-.mse
- you still have to go somewhere else to get them
answered:The wait. however. didn't seem to bother

_,

some students. "I got through in 30 minutes, and

although I had to wait. I like the new system much bet·
ter than the old. and I believe they should keep it the
way it is because ifs much better than waitins in line...
said junior Kevin Evans.
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LOOKING FOR INTERESTING FALL CLASSES?
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WOMEN'S STUDIES AT EIU

Try
HEC 2831:

Women in Contemporary Society
MWF 10-10:50 Kay Woodward
HST 3560:
Women's Health
T TR 2-3:15 Susan Woods
PLS 3903:
Public Policy and the Sexes
MWF 1-1 :50 Barbara Poole
SPC 3093:
The Rhetoric of Women
MWF 2-2:50 Ivy Glennon
EIU 4013:
Perspectives in Women's Issues
M 11-12:40 Linda Leal
For information on classes or the
WOMEN'S STUDIES MINOR
Call 581-5947 or 581-6945
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CARRY-OUT SPECIAL •
GOOD 7 DAYS AWEEK

:- A Large (16")
! Sausage Pizza
:

$6.95

I
I
I

Good on Carry-Out Only 7 Days a Week

I
I
I
I
I
.I

I
I
I
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Expires Oct. 10, 1991

Stretch It At

909 18th Street

815 Broadway

Charleston

Mattoon
234-6442

348-7515

PLEASE PRESENT1HIS COUPON WHEN PICKINO UP ORDER

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
Come take advantage of our
spectacular savings

Coles County's NewestSporting Goods Store
Specializing in:Sport Clothing,
Trophies Athletic Shoes, Monogramming, Athletic
Equipment, Embroidery, Custom Silkscreen,
Greek Lettering

• Wirebound Notebooks

Reg. $1.99 NOW

Baseball Cards
820 Lincoln Ave
345 -2811
Mon-Fri 10 - 8 Sat 9 - 5
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• School Supplies
• Datebook Supplies
• Backpacks
• Posters
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,
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.

Checkout our new full-service
Music Department
featuring all the latest
CD's&. tapes
I

I

,.

Film Processing
• Overnight Service
• Always double prints
.

fitc:~-51
.
~

Register for our
check cashing service
Located
Across from
Old Main
in the
University
Village

.
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ew business VP
Soviet issues hit home with Bruce
phasizes teamwork
By KELLY SEIFERT
City editor

stern 's new Vice President
usiness Affairs, Charles
ert, said his goal for this
is to emphasize increased
work and two-way commuion at all levels of the unity community.
y most immediate goal is
what I can to get people on
us to pull together as one
, to enhance the overall
onment for the faculty, stus and staff," Colbert said
day.
olbert, who previously
ed as Eastern 's associate
president for academic
irs since 1988, b~gan his · Dean Barbara Hill headed the
position August 15, replac- 15-member search committee
that reviewed applications of
arion "Jake" Zane.
ane had served as acting candidates from universities
president for business across the nation.
rs since March.
Hill explained the committee
ane, who had served at did not make the final hiring
ern 33 years, accepted the decision, but did make a recomrim position after ·former mendation to President Stan
e President for Business Rives, who made the formal
irs Verna Armstrong was selection.
When he announced Colbert's
issed from the university
March following a Board of selection, Rives said, "Charles
ernors probe into allegations Colbert has served the universiiring improprieties and ty well as associate vice presitism under Armstrong. The dent for academic affairs.
He brings a wealth of adminis Eastern 's governing
istrative experience, a demonearch committee member strated commitment to teamAddison, who represented work and a generous amount of
Faculty Senate on the com- common sense to his new posiee, said Colbert •W°il.S the tion ;.j Dr. Colbert has•my coffi"
t qualified of the four~andi- nle:i-: confidence and support." ::
,. --"
"'
s interviewed for the""pdsi.:'
:,..,<-..In his position, Colbert saia
he will serve as Eastern 's chief
.
· d
financial officer and will be
f
h
ne 0 IS mam a vantages
s that he's been here He responsible to the president for
·
rstands the policies of the all aspects of the university's
ersity, and he knows some business affairs area, including
e problems we had last year the business office, human rethe former vice president sources, the physical plant and
how to eliminate the prob- the computer center, Colbert
"
said.
liege of Applied Sciences

CHINA 88
~lit
RESTAURANT ~
BUFFET LUNCH HOURS:
Sunday through Friday
11 :00 am to 2:00 pm
DINNER HOURS:
Sunday Thru Thursday
3:00 pm to 9:00 pm
Friday and Saturday
3:00 pm to 10:00 pm
DINNER SPECIALS
Changed Daily
0 Lincoln Avenue - Charleston
Rt. 16 across 12th St.
348-1232

Because of rec;ent Soviet Union
developments, Rep. Terry Bruce,
D-Olney, was temporarily sidetracked from discussing issues
directly facing Central Illinois at
his Charleston town meeting
Monday morning.
Bruce discussed to an audience
of about 25 p~ople in the City
Council Chambers the impact of
Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev stepping down from his position.
"We will be facing more uncertainty in the market place," Bruce
said. Agriculture and economic
markets are already falling
because of the recent developments, he added.
Bruce said problems may also
affect the Persian Gulf situation
since the Soviet Union was in the
process of helping bring peace to

By CHRIS SEPER

Staff writer

.
Students still contemplatmg a
major or deciding on a campus
organization to belong to are invited to get a closer look at Eastern's
different academic programs and
campus organizations Tuesday
afternoon.
The Panther Academic Fair, the
latest event in the Panther Preview,
kicks off at I p.m. Tuesday in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union Walkway.
"One of the things the (Panther
Preview) orientation tries to do is
provide information to students that
they typically need to know and
Clon 't receive' 'riglit 'a·w ay;"' said
t.·t.'~,,:n1 ette n.,,;1re-,,Eastefn.
_'s'mr
_-~ector' of ·.
~'11\.
orientation.
The academic fair will be preceded by the "It's a Different World
,,,.,
Series," an expose of di.uerent campus organizations, from 9 a.m. to
noon in the University Ballroom.
Tuesday's activities are a continuation of the entire Panther
Preview, Drake said, and is meant
to welcome students to campus.
About 25 different departments

DRAFT

NITE!!
AT
E.L. KRACKERS
TOMORROW NITE: ALTERNATIVE ROCK NITE

1405 4th St. Charleston 348-8387

All You Can Eat Buffet
-Pizza
-Spaghetti
-Garlic Bread -Salad Bar

¢ OFF • All Day

different beers
to choose from
Tuesday Food
Special

uben Sandwich

Basket $3.50
udes chips or fries
11 am-9 m

campaigns is through public funding.
"I cannot see the logic in taking
money that could go towards
immunization for children and
putting towards campaigning,"
Bruce said.
Besides issues such as social
security, unemployment and lobbying, Bruce was also questioned
on the progress of the universal
health care issue the nation now
faces. The United States is ranked
22nd in the world in prenatal care,
according tb Bruce.
One possible long range soiution proposed to representatives in
the House involves getting rid of
the current system and changing it
to a national health plan, which
would also call for a tax increase.
Under this plan, every citizen
would be covered, including those
already with health care insurance,
Bruce said, adding that he does not
support the plan.

Closer look provided toward programs

Come and Get I-It!

RTBOULES

the area. "That (peace meetings)
probably won't be possible now."
"Information is very sketchy
now," Bruce said of the Soviet
Union developments, "But I don't
see us (United States) intervening
if domestic unrest occurs."
Bruce was directed to other subjects other than he Soviet Union
when audience members began
directing questions geared specifically to Central Illinois.
Allen Smith, an Eastern eco.nomics professor, questioned
Bruce on campaign procedures for
political offices.
Smith said he would like to see
televised debates funded by the
public for each candidate. "This
would eliminate people buying
their way into office," he said.
Bruce said he does not support
public funding for campaigns;
however; he continues to support
campaign reform. But, he added,
· the only way to limit funding for

$4.49

''

It's primarily geared
toward undecided students or students choosing a major.
Lynette Drake
director of orientation
' '
._ -

in their department."
Drake pointed out, however, that
the academic fair does not take the
place of academic advisement.
"I think it is being billed as part
of the orientation program," she
said.
"All events are certainly open to
all students. Any student who had a
question in a different area of study
would benefit"
The "It's a Different World" program, set to lead the fair, will have
a more scheduled approach, as
campus organizations and program
sponsors including Boosting
Alcohol Consciousness Concerning
the Health of University Students,
Learning by'EX:ampl&~o Accept
Dive'rshy and Sexual Assault

will gather in the walkway for the
academic fair, each sporting promotional materials for students wantinif mcire friformation on different
1 '. 1th¥6r'm·-·aii1-'n
· ar
· .e_vas o.f•.sh...
,,.·1-y'..•,.. · .... .,> • ::·'."·'. ·:···" ..t'oilns.,Iin'~(':lin'ri.
•'W'
•
,. • ,,, •• • tt • , .
,,
· The first half hour of the fair is Service,' ·will conduct jo minute
the only structured part of the event, seminars concerning their respecwhen an academic adviser from tive topics.
Eastern will speak on class selecDrake said a lunch period will
tion. Students are then free to roam separate the academic fair and the
where they please, Drake said.
seminars.
"It's primarily geared toward
"The more that we can get
undecided students or students incoming students off to a good
choosing a major," Drake said.
start the better job we're going, to
"It gives the student a chance to do providing them quality educameet individually with individuals tion," Drake added.

Bash Week
at Christian Campus Fellowship
2231 S. 4th St.
Just behind Lawson Hall
Tues. Aug 20 - Burger Bash 6 pm
'
-Free hamburgers

Wed. Aug 21 - Jeff Moody Concert 7 pm
..

-Free ice cream
1""";.<::. ::;..,

....

f

..

.~.n

. . ·..

U ~,., ~ 4 1 I}

If·~··

.....c-·~~~

Thurs. Aug 22 - Fiesta 7 pm ···
-Free munchies

plus tax

Every Tuesday 5-9 p.m.
Children 10 & under eat for $2 .

Jerry's Pizza
4th & Lincoln -345-2844

Fri. Aug 23 - Beach Party 7 pm
-Swimwear & Summer fun

Campus Worship Service Sun 10:30 am
Fellowship Meeting
Wed 7:00 pm
Call 345-6990 for more info. or rides.
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OPINION
page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
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Budget shows
education is
Edgar's priority

Soviet fate should be no surprise
The removal of Mikhail S.
Gorbachev from the presidency of
the Soviet Union is certainly a political emergency, but it's not a total
surprise.
It is, however, a sign that the
nations of North America and
Western Europe may not have
do_
n e enough to help Gorbachev
secure some form of economic and
political stability within his nation
or within the entire region of Stuart
Central and Eastern Europe.
Tart
Did anyone really believe that - - - - - - the hardline Communist members of the Soviet government, its army or the KGB would calmly watch as the
Soviet Union's republics took their turns at breaking
away from the union?
The Baltic states - Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia already have claimed that they are independent. They
refused to sign Gorbachev's Union treaty, and they
appear to be operating their own governments ind
ependently as if the Soviet presence in their republics no
longer exists.
· Three other Soviet republics had also refused to sign
the Union treaty.
And if I lived in one of the nine remaining republics, I
would see no reason why our republic, also, should not
distance itself from the Soviet government while the
Soviets appear helpless to prevent the defections.
Surely, Soviet officials understand these trends much
more clearly than I do. Therefore, I would not be· surprised if Gorbachev's health problems are a result of a
bullet in the back delivered by an individual who blamed
the developing dissolution of the Soviet Union on
Gorbachev's relatively liberal political policies.
Individuals' discontent with their economic situations
has also contributed to the political instability in the
region.
Mary Dau, a Danish assistant professor who specializes
tn Eastern European and Soviet affairs, explained the
problem this way as she spoke to more than 70

During his 1990 campaign Jim Edgar
made the promise of placing a high priority on education if elected. He promised to
make Illinois' children the best educated in
the nation making our schools "second to
none."
But like all candidates, promises are
words and actions are proof. So even as
Jim Edgar was sworn in the question was,
will he really be the education governor?
· Edgar's first chance to fulfill that promise
•
was approving the 1991
state budget, where vot- - - - - - - ers would see how hard
he fought for education.
,
During that budget dispute Edgar
~howesf "'J.lQt.,®llLb~.mmi.ttmellt...te.....that .. .....,

university student delegates to the NATO Youth Semi
in Denmark last July.
She spoke of the breakdown of the Soviet plan
economy. She mentioned factories Vl(ho no Ion
received expected shipments of raw materials beca
their suppliers could sell those materials elsewhere
higher profit; these factories, therefore, could not
duce the number of items they had planned to produ
The fact that many goods cannot be produced
expected quantities would contribute to two other p
lems: a shortage of goods and an increase in unempl
ment, she explained.
An increase in unemployment was a situation that
supposedly unheard of in the Soviet Union and the
merly Communist nations of the East.
Barbara, a Hungarian university student who atten
the NATO seminar, illustrated this point for me as
told me that the initial euphoria of her people over
liberalization of her government was quickly dissipatin
People now say that maybe the Communist re
and the state-controlled economy was better, be
they at least had jobs then; they could at least afford
eat.
I firmly believe that if Gorbachev had not been u
mined by his nation's political problems, then his in
to quickly salvage the nation's economy would have.
This is where the West should be taking a r
Gorbachev has asked for economic aid - for loans,
economic investment, for help in rebuilding an econ
infrastructure.
Once the Soviet Union gets past the current cri
believe Western governments should be instituting in
economic and technical assistance they provide to
the Soviet and Eastern European governments back
their feet.
And there will be benefits to all if economic s
leads to a political stability that keeps a reemergen
Cold War tensions unlikely.
Stuart Tart is the editor in chief and a regular columni
The Daily Eastern News.
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1>attlrng.a D'emocral1c-controllealfouse.
Edgar showed both patience and tenacity, taking control of debate during the 18day budget impasse and disseminating
when the time was favorable to strike a
compromise and amend his earlier pledge
that "this (permanent) surcharge extension
is not a bargaining chip."
As for education, one of the few winners
in a dismal budget for a dismal economic
year, if there are truly any winners, it will
be a permanent recipient of the Illinois
income tax and will share the $ 700 million
in revenues with local governments whose
portion will again be an issue in two years.
Edgar has ensured that Illinois schools
and universities will have an extra $350
million slice of the 1991 fiscal pie.
Though this isn't especially good news
for Illinois universities, as it doesn't prevent a 5 percent tuition increase and some
cuts in funding, it is at least a promise that
education will not 1ose as much ground as
other state agencies.
What the approval of the surcharge tax
equates to for Illinois universities is a 1
percent increase in funding from last year.
This 1 percent would only allow universities like Eastern to hold somewhat steady
against rising inflation costs.
So in his first real test in office Jim Edgar
has shown that he has the ability to slug it
out with upstate Democrats who have
been for years wielding the real power in
Illinois government and at the same time
he has shown that this campaign promise
comes with the proof. of action behind it.

Every man is a consumer and
ought to be a producer.
Ralph Waldo Emerson

~...-~...~~

Your turn
Faculty view on
book rental not
completely told
Editor's note: This letter was
submitted at the end of the
spring semester.
Dear editor:
Faculty and students are
increasingly divided over the
Textbook Rental System. That's a
shame because it is not true that
faculty dislike the rental system
for selfish reasons.
Rather, it is our position that
students are shortchanged, in the
last analysis, when they pay to
"borrow" their books (and you do
pay), rather than to own them.
(I would just like to say that it
is also not true that faculty don't
understand the student point of

view. We are all former college
students ourselves!)
Of course it is true that, as
teachers, we see this issue from a
different perspective than students do. That's because it is our
job to know which texts will best
help us serve students needs for
information and inspiration.
I think that if you consider the
commitment of the teachers you
know best, you will agree that it's
unfair to judge your teachers and the issue of textbook rental on the basis of a few controversial soundbites.
Teachers and students both
need to take time to really listen
to one another. Ask your teachers
how they feel about the TRS, and
tell them your concerns.
That's the only way anyone on
this campus will ever be "wellinformed."

Fern Kory
English Department

Guest Column policy
The Daily Eastern News enc
ages readers to submit gu
columns concerning any topic
issue that may be relevant to
readership.
Columns should be restrict
less than three typewritten dou
spaced pages.
Guest columns normally ap
every Thursday and will be publi
at the discretion of the editorial
editor and the editor in chief.

Letter policy
Letters should be less than
words. For the letter to be prin
the name of the author, in a
tion to the author's address
telephone number, must
included.
Anonymous letters will no
printed.
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ampus groups sponsor bowling party
American Cultural Center will host
a welcome reception from 9 to
11 :30 p.m. Refreshments, games
and movies are provided for those
who attend, Brinker said.
"It's a good opportunity for students to socialize with their peers
and make new friends in a relaxed
social atmosphere," she said.
"Making the minority community
feel at home is important in making
the transition (to Eastern).
"It's a relatively small event, but
it does make a big impact on the
new students," Brinker added. "It's
also an important opportunity to
meet the representatives and student leaders of the BSU and
NPHC."
Each year the BSU and NPHC

o campus organizations will
sor a bowling party and welreception Wednesday to help
minority students feel at home
· e attending Eastern.
ci Brinker, assistant director
student activities/minority
irs, said the Black Student
· and the National Panhellenic
cil planned the events so new
ority students can meet other
nts in a social setting.
hoe rental will be free for the
ling party which begins at 7
in the Martin Luther King Jr.
ersity Union Bowling Lanes.
he same night, the Afro-

plan activities to welcome the new
students, she said. The organizations work to promote cultural
diversity among students, but the
programs are not limited to minority students.
"The programs are open to anyone interested in the activities or
the purpose of the groups," Brinker
said.
According to Brinker, the BSU is
the primary support organization
for Afro-American students at
Eastern and is vital in meeting the
needs of minority students.
The National Panhellenic Council represents all nine of Eastern's
"historically black, greek-lettered
fraternities," Brinker said and
addresses greek issues.

B sponsors motivational speaker
s a part of Panther Preview
a free lecture, sponsored by
University Board and the Office
·entation, will be held at 7
Tuesday in the Martin Luther
Jr. University Ballroom.
olfe Carawan, the keynote
er for the event, will address

issues facing typical college students, such as the dangers of drugs
and alcohol. Carawan will also discuss how to gain self-esteem
through promoting a drug-free
lifestyle, according to Lynette
Drake, director of orientation.
"Even though I have never heard
him speak before, many students
recommended him because of the
fact that he could deal with the stu-

dents on a more personal level,"
Drake said.
In addition to his addresses to
college students, Carawan has spoken with thousands of high schools
students across the country about
how to live a drug-free lifestyle.
Philidelphia, Penn. In 1985, he
was named an Outstanding Young
Man of America for his work with
gang kids.
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City Council to
hear discussion
on street closing
By KELLY SEIFERT
City editor

Street closings and funding
for the Charleston Community
Fest set for Sept. 28 will be discussed at the regular Charleston
City Council meeting Tuesday.
The Charleston Uptown
Association is sponsoring the
fest and requesting $500 from
the city's tourism fund to support the event.
The association is also
requesting street closings of
Monroe and Jackson Avenues
from Sixth to Seventh Streets.
If approved by the council, the
streets will be closed from 9
a.m. to 6 p.m. for the festival.
The council also continues
discussion of the Island Tract
Subdivision located near Lake
Charleston.
Commissioner Bruce Scism
said the lease on the land is up
for renewal, and the council
needs to decide whether to
extend the lease or sell the
property to private owners.

Robin Hood (PG13) 7:00
only
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I CHARGE IT!
The Daily
I
I Eastern News
is now accepting
I Visa and Mastercard
I d for. .your d
L

----a vert1sing nee s

We
Deliver
11 am - 11 pm

345-2466
DOGS, 2 FRIES, & 20 OZ DRINK

$425

Tuesday Only

Mo~her's
OPEN TONIGHT!

EIU DELIVERY SCHEDULE
AUGUST 19, 20, AND 24

20 oz MEGA Draft

only $1.50
ELL'S FLOWER CORNER
DOZEN RED ROSES
$14.95 WRAPPED
~
DOZEN SWEETHEART ROSES •
$8.95 VASED
cash-n-cany

335 MONROE
~

....

345-3919

~~~

...

RENT
-ANDSAVE

Pemberton ...........................................9-1 O a.m.
Lincoln, Douglas .................................. 10-11 a.m.
Stevenson ........................................... 10-11 a. m.
Ford, McKinney ................................... 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
Weller .................................................. 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
Taylor, Lawson ..................................... 12 p.m. -1 p.m.
Thomas, Andrews ............................... 1-2 p.m.
Carman ..................... :..........................2-3 p.m.
East Hall ..............................................3-4 p.m.
Keep this schedule and meet our trucks on August 19, 20, 24

Call for later deliveries:

217-348-7746

-Reservation CouponM1cRowAvE 0

MINI-REFRIGERATOR 0

Just send a $10.00 deposit in check
or money order-for each appliance.

...,....,....~~I

Air
Conditioned
New Full Service Shooter Bar
New Shots, Pool, Games
Live DJ, Bands, Dancing
Nightly Specials
4600 Sq. Ft. of Party Rooms for Your
Convenience - Multiple Party Rates
345-9066 348-8018

DJ - Kevin Kramer Wed Aug. 21

Shadoobee Sat Aug. 24

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

NAME
HOME ADDRESS

CAMPUS ADDRESS

MAIL TO:

Carlyle Rentals
P.O Box 564

Charleston, IL 61920

CARLYLE RENTALS
820 LINCOLN AVE. CHARLESTON

348.r7746

I
I
I
I
I
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THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Teachers for LSAT, GMAT, & GRE
courses, part-time evenings to be
offered at Eastern. Must be highly
proficient with exams and must
LOVE to teach. Send resume to
The Ronkin Educational Group,
410 E. Green St. , Champaign, IL
61820. (217) 384-0800.

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All classified advertising
must meet the 2 p·.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p.m.
will be published in the fol1owing days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily East~rn News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

Post advertising materials on
campus. Write: College Distributors, 33 Pebblewood Tr.,
Naperville, IL 60563.
~---~-~_ _.8/20
l\JOW HIRING fill-time and parttime . Caring individuals to help
teach developmentally disabled
adults. Some full-time benefits
available . $4.60/hr. apply in person 738 18th St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216
Stuffers Needed. Night hours
$4.25 an hour. Apply in person
Rm. 127 Buzzard Building. EOE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/21
Babysitters Wanted. College students interested in being on a list
to be used by the Charleston
Newcomers Club . Please call
345-7613 between 9 a.m . - 7 p.m.
by Aug. 23rd.
~~~-~~~~~8./22
MODELS NEEDED: Male or
Fe,male Models for Life Drawing
Classes. If interested, call 581341 o to apply.
------~_ _ _.8/23
DELIVERY DRIVERS wanted for
full and part-time positions. Must
be at least-18 years old and have
proof of insurance. Apply in person at Jimmy John's Sub Shop
1417 Fourth St. before 11 a.m. or
after 2 p.m.

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OmRED

TRAVEL
TRAJNING/ScHOOLS
. Ht;LP WANTED

WANTED
ADOPTION

ROOMMATE WANTED! Open
bedroom on Madison. Large
room, hardwood floors, clean ..
.$150/mo. plus 1/2 utilities. For
more info, call 345-1235, leave
name and number!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/27
Female roommate wanted , serious student, non-smoker, $140, 3
blocks from EIU , call Jennifer,
348-5201.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/23
Roommate wanted - Female, Lg.
nice 2 bedroom apt. $165.00- mo
plus 1/2 utilities . Close to campus. 345-4602 o~ 345-7386.

Brittany Ridge Apts. Includes utilities , close to campus. Appliances
furnished. 9, 10, 12 month leases. Deposit required. (217) 3590079.
-------~--8/23

EASTERN ILLINOIS RUGBY TEAM all veterans and new coming
rugby players are encouraged to attend the first rugby practice of the
season Wednesday at 4:00 p.m. at the Rugby Field across from Lawson Hall.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have a Burger Bash on
Tues., Aug. 20 at 6:00 p.m. at the Christian Campus House. Free hamburgers, hot dogs, and other munchies. Located south of Lawson Hall.
Everyone is welcome . Call 345-6990 for rides or info.
PHI ALPHA ETA will have an officer's meeting on Wed., Aug. 21 at 4
p.m. at the Counseling Center. "PLEASE NOTE DATE CHANGE"
THE MAP reception for Tuesday, Aug . 20, 8 p.m., has been changed to
outside the Charleston/ Mattoon Room in the Student Union instead of
the Afro-American Culture Center. ·

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day only for
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Example:
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus clip
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturday or
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be published.
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or contains
conflicting information will not be run.

RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATE.S
FOR RENT

Wanted to buy: Empty Salem/Camel
cigarette packages 5 cents each. Call
345-9363 or 345-5293.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/21

FOR SALE
LOST

&.

FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The

... :

Easter11 News

Dctily

CLASSIFIED

Ao

FORM

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone:

Students O Yes

House for Rent 4 people. 1 block
from campus. 345-2263, 3453401 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/30
House for rent, own room , close
to Marty's. $150 per person. Call
Dave at 348-1023.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/20
2 room furnished apt. Very close
to EIU. Call 345-4757.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/26
Quiet one bedroom furnished
apartment near square. Utilities
paid. Call 345-4336.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/23
Mother and teenage daughter
seek to share home with quiet
female in attractive neighbor 609
Ashby Dr. 348-0203.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/23
Furnished 2-bedroom apartment
for one other quiet, non-smoking
female. Own room. Washer/dryer.
345-2564.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/23

0 No ,

Dates to run ______________
Ad to read:

31 ·~ rri por.~idge ·1•. '
33-Khan
1 Oriental
34 Honolulu's
cookers
island
s Italian province
10 Pequod skipper 36Skoal, e.g .
39 Eighth largest
14 Brainstorm
plus fifth Jargest
1 s Of the birds
planets
18 Motive leader
43 Novelist
17 Fourth largest
Burroughs
plus smallest
44 Muslim prince
planets
45 Kind of dance
20 Fact
46 Original donor
21 Astronaut Gus
48Red--beet
22 Wheel-speed
49AnO'Neal
meas.
so June bug
24Capetown
citizen
52 Strong ales
25 Hesitation
54 Undergarment
sounds
58 Gastronome
26Condemn
seSwelling of
29 Orel's river
plant parts

ACROSS
J • ,.

..-t,

r

r •

1

•

-

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting a_d _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days _ _ _ _ _ _.Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
Payment:

OCash

0

Check

0

Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
' each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
•
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The N_ews reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

!

WTw0-2

WCIA-3

WAND-.17

ESPN-24

USA-26

News

News

News

SportsCenter

MacGyver

Inside Edition

Entmt. Tonight

Cosby

Baseball

Matlock

RescueS11
Movie: When

Full House

Murder She

Who's The Boss

Wrote

Roseanne

Boxing

He's Not A

Coach

Law & Order

Stranger

Thirtysomething

News

News

News

MWS'H

Love Connection

Current Affair

Johnny B

Hitchhiker

Hard Copy

Nightline

Hitchcock

Baseball

Letterman

...,,. ,

Now!
that will get
you a job later!

The Dally
Eastern News
is hiring:
Advertising
Representatives

&.. Advertising
Designers
(Macintosh experience needed)

Apply at
The Dally
EastemNews
office BB N. Gym

~

ti~

Sixth,la,rgest
plus largest
planets
66 Mine finds
67 Local
forecasting
system
18 Military group
uReo
contemporary
70 Gown material
71 Seventh largest
planet

DOWN
1 Bma or Chinook
2 Greek theaters

.3Held
4 Second largest
planet
5 Move a movie
camera
&"--Maria"
7 Estuary
8 Tropical fruit
9 Guitarist
Segovia
27 Venerable
10 "--fair in love 28 Certain spreads
30Sammyor
.11 Fraternity
Danny
shindig
32 Extinct bird
12Thespian
~ Les Etats- - 13 Sonic noises
37 Plato's
promenade
18 Strike caller, for
short
38 At that time
19 Freebooter
40 Scoundrel
23 Othello, e.g.
41 Third largest
planet
24 Nassau 's
commonwealth 42 Colorless
28Notre - 47 Marsh

49 Curies' find

59 Sicilian vol

so English county

60 Memorable

or cattle
51 Gounod 's forte
53 L1gurian port
55Agt.
57 Eldest son of
Ham

Israeli leader
61 Music, dram
etc.
63 Banned
insecticide
84--alai
65 Footed vase

WGN-9,10
Nightcourt

Baseball:

In the Heat of
the Ni ht

Tonight

'

Get the
Experience

Cubs at Expos

Nova
Braves At
Reds

Beyond TomamlW

Hidden Room

Invention

New Country Video

P.0.V.

Veronica Clare

Coast to

Roy Rogers

Dad's Army
Movie: Warlock

Spencer: or

Wings

Coast

News
Crime Story
Magnum P.I.

Hire

ry handling
Movie: Hotline

Molly Dodd

har1ie Chan
The Buccaneers

Movie:

Party Machine

Documentary

treets of
San Francisco

Movie:
The Out-of
owners

1

ush returns to Washington, condemns Soviet coup
HINGTON (AP) - President
hurried back to Washington
onday after the stunning
"et coup, blasting the leaders
ousted President Mikhail
achev as "a very hard-line
p" who acted illegally.
ush said he was ordering a
on U.S. aid to the Soviets and
that "a whole new era of
peration" based on Soviet
s was at stake.
immediately began a round
lephone consultations with
Id leaders, and spokesman
an Popadiuk said all shared
's view condemning the Sovi·on.
president was to meet in the
ing with Secretary of State
s A. Baker III, and swear in
new U.S. ambassador to the
· t Union, Robert Strauss.
aker and Strauss, like Bush,
returning to Washington
.vacation, as .was Defense
etary Dick Cheney. Bush
ed to return to the Maine seat to resume his August-long
'on on Tuesday.
said of Gorbachev's sudden

Tanks enter Moscow but won't shoot
MOSCOW (AP) - Young soldiers who seized the heart of
Moscow on Monday emerged
from their tank turrets and personnel carriers to face the anger
of their compatriots and their
own doubts about what they had
done.
"Why tanks?" screamed a
gray-haired woman, waving
wildly as a column of tanks
passed. "Tanks against whom?
Boys! Boys! You are our children! What are you doing? What

do you want?" Column after column of tanks, armored personnel
carriers and trucks loaded with
soldiers swarmed the Soviet capital to enforce the ouster of
Mikhail S. Gorbachev by hardline leaders who included the
heads of the military, internal
security forces and the KGB.
Small bands of Muscovites
built barricades of concrete
blocks, iron bars, benches and
parked buses to prevent the
armor from passing. Defiant

protesters held non-stop rallies
near the Moscow City Council
and the central Manezh Square
and planned to stay all night.
But the crowds were much
smaller than political rallies have
drawn in far less tense times.
A scene shown on U.S. television showed a man pulling a can
of fuel off the rack of a tank,
splashing it on the vehicle and
being pulled away before he
could light it.

ouster: "Clearly it's a disturbing
development. There's no question
about that. And it could have serious consequences for the Soviet
society and in Soviet relations with
other countries, including the United States." "This is a very hardline group that have elected to take
matters into their own hands," he
said of the military-backed leaders
who took control of Moscow with
a show of tanks and armored vehi-

cles while Gorbachev was on
vacation in the Crimea.

take over at first and then they run
up against the will of the people,"
he said.
National Security Adviser Brent
Scowcroft ruled out any military
involvement by the United States.
It was unclear what kind of
recognition or diplomatic dealir'lgs
the Bush administration might
agree to. Popadiuk said such questions were under review.
The president su ggested that

GANSETT, R.I. (AP) - Hurricane
swirled up the Eastern Seaboard on
ay, whipping the coast with heavy
and strong winds and creating a mass
us of anxious beach-dwellers from
e storm knocked out power to about
people, prompted the governor of
to shut down the state government
sent Navy submarines fleeing their
in Connecticut for the safety of the
!ear power plants throughout the
were powered down as a precaution.
ial storm barrier was lowered in
gansett Bay to protect Providence,
, the second tropical storm of the
, carried sustained winds of 110 mph
usts of up to 138 mph. It was rated a
ory 3 storm on a scale of one to five.
e storm, which formed off the
s last week, glanced off Cape Hat-

's brown leather bomber
. small $75. Brown leather
jacket sz. small $75. Call
1 after 5:00 p.m.
.,....,...---:---:---:---:-'8/23
le sound system for band.
, snake, amps, stands, the
. Even trailer 348-1888 any-

Gennady Yanayev, the former vice
president who took over as president, might not be "calling the
shots."
"You see some of the other individuals involyed. They have ' been
real hard-liners," Bush said. ·
In Washington, Soviet Ambassador Victor Komplektov delivered a letter to the State Department asserting the new Soviet
leaders would continue with
social, economic and political
reforms and "develop further the
relations, good relations, with all
the countries and particularly with
the United States."
Komplektov also stopped at the
White House, meeting with
Deputy National Security Adviser
Robert Gates but not with Bush.
But Bush said of the economic
cooperation that had been burgeoning between the United States
and the Soviet Union, "Certainly I
would not go forward with aid,
assistance, when you have a group
of people .backed by the military ...
that take matters into their own
hands."

teras, N.C., late Sunday night and then
spun northward off the coasts of Virginia,
Maryland, Delaware and New Jersey.
Although it kept a safe distance of about 90
miles offshore, it was close enough to bring
gusty winds and torrential rain to the coastline.
The eye of the hurricane slipped about
50 miles east of New York's Long Island at
about l p.m., turning the sky purple over
the eastern end of the island.
The hurricane struck land first at Block
Island, midway between Long Island and
Rhode Island, at about 1:30 p.m. The winds

15-inch full page display and
interface for MAC SE, $400. 5813220, 345-4753.
8/26

The Men of Lambda Chi Alpha wish
all Sororities Good Luck during Rush.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/20

vin and Hobbes

Rugby Informational meeting
Wednesday night 6 p.m . All Welcome in the Union Walkway.
,,..,--..,...,---=--_,,..,.__,--,--,-_,8/21
Sig Kaps Good Luck during Rush
and the rest of the semester. I am
looking forward to an excellent
semester as your Sigma Man.
Love, Thomas.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/20

there were clocked at 105 mph .
"The 105 is at the limit of the equipment, so it could have been stronger- than
that," said Bob Thompson, meteorologist
for the National Weather Service in Boston.
Betty Gann, a dispatcher for the police
and fire departments on Block Island, said
the eye of the storm brought an eerie calm
after the high winds.
"Absolutely dead. It's almost frightening," Gann said, adding 2,000 to 2,500
people had sought shelter in the Block
Island school, a medical center and a sewer
plant.
_ __ _ _
. . • . _ ,_ ,
From there, Bob sped through Rhode
Island and Massachusetts, leaving a trail of
downed trees, snapped electrical wires and
broken windows. By 3 p.m., it was just
south of Boston.
"I may not have a house here when I get
back," Mike Iacono of Warwick, R.I., said
as he tied down a backyard garden shed in
preparation for the storm.

Hornet Rugby Mtg . 8/ 21/91
(tonight) Union Walkway 6 p.m .
New and old members welcome.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/21
Rugby Meeting tonight. Homeboys stay Home. All Women are
Welcome . Herman's back! For
information call Buck at 3454917.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/21

by Bill Watterson

He had boarded up all the windows of his
two-story house and was preparing to leave
to stay with friends a few miles away on
higher ground.
From Massachusetts, the storm was
headed toward Maine and Canada ' s
Atlantic Provinces.
President Bush, vacationing at his oceanside home in Kennebunkport, Maine, said
the hurricane "wouldn't scare us a bit." He
then left for Washington, presumably in
response to the ouster of Soviet President
Mikhail Gorbachev, not the approach of

ElOO· -·...

· .· ,. •.. ..

_., .............

Damage from the storm was mosny
minor. However, the U.S. Coast Guard said
it was,investigating reports that a person
fell overboard from a 40-foot yacht off the
coast of Montauk, N. Y.
Authorities in South Carolina sa~ ; 1
swimmer drowned Saturday night off \ 1, ·
tie Beach in heavy surf that was att ri ''
to Bob.

ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED
TO SELL ANYTHING!
THE SOLD AD!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your CLASSIFIED AD
for as long as it takes to
Find you a buyer!!*
• 15 word SOLD AD is $8.25
• 20 word SOLD AD is $11.00
"The SOLD AD is available to any non-commercial individual who wishes to sen an
items or items (max. of 3 items}. AH Items must be priced and no changes may be
made. Ad will be canceled at the end of the semester Wbuyer is not found. Sorry, no
refunds.

Name=-----------------~
Address: ________Phone: _______
15 words: _20 words: _ _ _ Dates to run _ _ _ __

Message:

(one word per line)

8·2.D
Under Classification of: _ _ _ _Person accepting ad _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _Compositor_ _ __
no. words/days

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

Agyeman ~hopes to add scoring
By KEN RYAN
Staff writer

SHANNON THOMAS/Photo editor
Freshman Paul Agyeman (left) and senior Dave Glendenning go
through a drill during soccer practice Monday.

Young spikers compete
in last Gateway season
By KEITH FARROLL
writer

~taff

Despite the loss of three veterans to graduation from Eastern 's
volleyball team, Coach Betty
Ralston is looking to open some
eyes in her squad's final season
in the Gateway Conference.
Ralston's team is looking to
improve on its 3-6 seventh place
showing in the conference last
year. The top four teams in the ·
conference return to a playoff
where the champion receives an
automatic bid to the NCAA
Tournament.
Ralston said her team has an
outside chance of making the
playoffs but one of her mair1
Betty Ralston
goals is to beat Southwest
Missouri State - a team Ralston digs and 206 kills are tops among
has never defeated. Three of the the players returning, while
top teams in the Gateway are Foster was third on the team last
Illinois State, Southwest season in blocks.
Missouri State and Northern
"There's no one on this team
Iowa. Ralston is hoping her team that has more than one year of
can salvage at least a fourth place experience," said Ralston.
finish.
As far as the new recruits are
"We made the playoffs my concerned , Ralston is very
first year (in the Gateway), hope- pleased with the developement of
fully we'll make it the last year," three freshmen, Brigid Brennan,
Ralston said.
Sherri Piwowaiczyk and Kaaryn
One thing that works against Sadler.
Eastern in the Gateway
"The three freshmen are doing
Conference schedule is that five really well. They can be used at a
games are away. Ralston said the variety of positions. They have
team would be in good shape if it about the same size and ability.
won at least three of those road They just have to adapt to quickcontests.
er play at this level," explained
The Lady Panthers lost three Ralston.
of their top players from last
She also noted that the team
year's 16-19 squad. They were will run a new offense, which
Cindy Geib, Diane Kruto and will be more hitter oriented,
Deanna Lund. Kruto, however, rather than setter oriented. In the
decided to stick with the team past the setter always ran the
and assist Ralston while working plays, but now hitters have to
on her master's degree in home think and call plays.
economics. She holds six sch~!
"Academically we are a real
records.
smart team," Ralston said. "I
With no seniors on the squad, would like to see them key from
sophomore Amy Van Eekeren, the books to the court as well."
junior Lori Olson and junior Beth
She said the new offense will
Foster return with invaluable take a lot of time to get used to,
experience. Van Eekeren set fres- but one advantage for the lack of
men records for most assists seniors is that the entire squad
(903) and most games played will be returning next season to
(122). Olson's 1990 stats of 372 use it as well.

Eastern 's soccer team needed a
scorer and it may have found just
what it was looking for in Paul
Agyeman.
Agyeman, a freshman from
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, was a
two-time selection for the AllAlberta team and was also named
twice to the premier all-state selection in Edmonton.
The 21-year-old Agyeman
attended Harry Aincay High
School, where he played on a club
team. He was recruited for some
scoring and he thinks that he can
step right in and help the Eastern
offense. The Panthers managed to
score only 23 goals last season on
their way to their worst record in
school history.
"I got recruited by Cizo (head
coach Mosnia)," Agyeman said.

"He was looking for a striker and
back in Edmonton, on my club
team, some of the players came to
Eastern, so they told Cizo about
me.
"I think that I can help them. I
played with the National Olympic
team in Canada and I was training
with the team when Cizo called me
to see if I was interested. I think I
know what it takes to win."
Mosnia feels confident that
Agyeman can step in and help tum
things around at Eastern this fall.
"I think he has a real good
chance (of becoming a suirter 'this.
year)," Mosnia said. "He is a hard
worker. He is real aggressive and he
wants to put the ball in the net. That
is one of the reasons we got him."
Agyeman, majoring in business,
feels that the biggest adjustment
that he will have to make from high
school will be staying in shape and
dealing with the much tougher

practices.
"I keep thinking of the o
teams (in the conferen
Agyeman said. "They must
fairly fit. I'm still getting u
the practices.
"You have to be a much
complete player over here.
are better players here. Every
fit, everybody's got good skill
everybody knows what to do
the ball."
Despite only having a few
tices with the team, Agye
believes that the team will be
improyaj this year.
"Everybody is in real good
so far," Agyeman said. "The
man recruits are doing good.
really went out of his way."
"He has a great persona
Mosnia said of Agyeman. "H
good guy and he gets along
well with the team."

Running backs retain experienc
By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

A season-ending injury to
senior fullback John Sengstock
has created an opening that will be
filled by a pair of running backs
who are quite familiar with the
position.
Senior Jamie Pilson and junior
Broc Montgomery will share time
alongside senior tailback Jamie
Jones, a preseason All-Gateway
Conference selection, in a backfield that is loaded with experience
at the running back position.
Sengstock, who was red-shirted
last season because of a knee
injury, tore a pectoral while lifting
weights and will be lost for the
season. Panther running back
coach Michael Garrison, beginning his third year at Eastern, said
the injury will force others to fill-'
the void.
"The injury forces one of the
other kids to step forward. It's sad
to see a kid go down like that
though," said Garrison. "A couple
kids have had to mature pretty
quickly."
Garrison added that Pilson and
Montgomery should see about the

Jamie Pilson

same amount of action.
"Montgomery will start and
Pilson is second. But we have a
multiple set, so their time will be
about the same. Pilson will line up
at the goal line. And a freshman
by the name of Chris Hicks has
shown the ability to comprehend

Lance looks to future
By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

Getting released by the Chicago Bears earlier
this month hasn't exactly dampened the spirits of
former Eastern All-American nickleback Tim
Lance.
Lance, who finished third in the Walter Payton
Trophy voting as the nation's top Division I-AA
player his senior season, said NFL teams are
being made aware of his situation.
"My agent (Mark Bartlestein) is calling people
and sending things out to some people,'.' said the
1990 Gateway Conference Defensive Player of
the Year. "All the teams are cutting right now and
nobody is looking to bring in new people and I
realize that.
"When rosters are cut to 47, and injuries occur,
that's when people will start looking again. I
could tell you a thousand stories about people getting cut in the NFL. When you go there you get a
sense of what's going on."
Lance was contacted by the Bears, Phoenix
Cardinals, Miami Dolphins and the Los Angeles
Raiders before signing a free agent contract with

what we're doing."
As far as the tailback posi
concerned, Jones, who is
sixth on the all-time Panth
with 2,063 yards, is retumi
his senior season as an
America candidate.
"He (Jones) actually see
be getting better," Garrison
"He's making people miss
knows when to try to bre
not. The key for Jamie is
Castillo.
"If he (Castillo) perform
will give Jamie some quali
time so he won't have to
there for 80 plays a game."
Castillo, a 5-10, 185-p
junior returns as Jones' b
but Garrison said Castillo h
best spring of any running
Garrison added that things
gressing nicely in the offi
backfield as it prepares for i
son opener against Lock
University.
"I can't complain about
They're doing well. T
blocking well and the fun
tals are sound. I couldn't
much more, but we're seeki
fection."

Pro experienc

Chicago in late March.
The Bears had an abundance of talent
defensive secondary and Lance turned out
the odd man out. "I got into a numbers ga
they had to release some people; unfortun
was one of them.
"About two to three weeks before it ca
in the papers, I . knew they were moving
Douglass from comerback to safety. You c
when they're moving people around," he s
made my presence known there. The exp
was very valuable and I'm a lot smarter. T
got my name and my number."
If another NFL team doesn't come call'
the Cuba, Ill., native, he said there's alw
option of another professional league. Lan
the World League of American Football is
thing he would consider in the spring.
The I -year-old league holds a draft an
bines similar to those that Lance went thro
the NFL scouts last year in Indianapolis.
"If you've been in a professional camp,
a 99 percent chance that you'll be invited
World League combines in the spring."

